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The Es te Lauder x Kith collaboration spotlights  natural beauty. Image credit: Es te Lauder

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

CAPE TOWN, South Africa Beauty group Este Lauder is one of the most future-thinking brands, but its ability to tap
into the black community across the world has allowed it to lean into the evolution and changes in the beauty world
in regards to African women.

During a presentation at the Cond Nast International Luxury Conference on April 10, an Este Lauder executive
explained that black culture throughout the world offers a unique opportunity for influencer initiatives because the
demographic has always leaned towards word-of-mouth communication. Throughout all of Este Lauder's brands,
diversity is at the core, and all focus on creating prestige labels that are a part of all consumers' dreams.

"We have a long standing focus on inclusive beauty because our aspiration is to be a part of every consumer's
beauty dream," said Susan Akkad, senior vice president, local and cultural innovation at The Este Lauder
Companies. "Because we want to be a prestige company, we focus on the dream.

"We're very excited about Africa and creating beauty dreams for the African woman."

African beauty
As Africa becomes more important in the world of beauty, with urbanization and other factors growing the market's
consumer, Este Lauder is hoping to build the dreams of African women.

The company believes that the region will have an important part in the future of beauty, as the fluidity between pop
culture grows and natural ingredients become more popular.

In Africa, not only is the physical landscape itself extremely diverse, but so are the continent's cultures and
consumers. While rapid organization is growing the middle class market, a significant portion of the continent is
living in poverty with sparse infrastructure.
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Hello bright eyes ! Did you know the Hydra Prep serum in our new #DoubleWear Instant Fix #Concealer helps to
smooth fine lines for eyes that look brighter and more radiant? Link in bio to discover why it 's got to be
#DoubleWearOrNothing.

A post shared by Este Lauder (@esteelauder) on Apr 1, 2019 at 6:08am PDT

While Nigeria offers a large source of possible consumption, the region itself has much less infrastructure, posing a
problem for brands who are looking to tap into the area. However, in South Africa, there is much more infrastructure
but not quite as high buying power.

Beauty consumers in South Africa are more interested in enhancing their natural beauty and being their authentic
selves, while those in Nigeria are focused on creating exaggerated new looks. The latter's ideals are more aligned
with black British, while the former is more congruent with black American.

Nigerian women are more interested in traveling abroad, while South Africans look to travel within the continent.
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Calling all NYC #EsteeBeauties! TODAY ONLY, visit  @Kith SoHo's 3rd floor and experience the "Just You"
campaign! The Kith x Este Lauder collect ion celebrates the strength of every woman's unique beauty. Swipe to
see more & shop the collect ion NOW at all Kith shops and KithWomen.com @kithwomen #kith

A post shared by Este Lauder (@esteelauder) on Mar 15, 2019 at 8:24am PDT

Since word-of-mouth marketing has always been an important part of black culture all over the world, the rise of
influencers have become closely related to marketing to the demographic.

Este Lauder offerings
The cosmetics company is focused on a positive business model that focuses on people instead of numbers.

Este Lauder Companies centered a recent push in the fight against breast cancer on a significant statistic, looking to
build a sense of urgency around the cause.

In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, the company's brands joined forces on a campaign that spanned
social media, out-of-home displays and in-store activations, telling consumers it is  #TimeToEndBreastCancer.
Rather than simply starting a conversation around the topic, Este Lauder's campaign aimed to inspire consumer
actions towards eradicating the disease (see story).

The beauty maker also built the skills of its  employees through a partnership with LinkedIn, offering an innovative
way of learning.

Este's employees have been taking self-led classes since last March for the partnership's soft open, according to a
report from Women's Wear Daily. Este Lauder's integration with LinkedIn Learning was revealed officially on Aug.
7, 2018 (see story).

"Hair in all of the global black cultures is by far the largest beautify category, but it's  the hardest to measure," Ms.
Akkad said. "We generally talk about hair in the Este Lauder companies not about ethnicities but abut texture.

"It's  about the structure of the hair in terms of our product development," she said.
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